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Abstract ─ An optimal permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM) should be a low cogging torque and
a sinusoidal back-EMF. In this paper, different
magnetizations and shaping models of permanent
magnets (PMs) are investigated for achieving an optimal
performance. The technique of slot opening shift is
simultaneously implemented on the stator slots for more
reducing of the cogging torque. To this end, the conformal
mapping (CM) method as an accurate and fast technique
is used to calculate the motor performance under each
condition. In final, the optimal results obtained through
the CM method are verified by comparing with the
corresponding results obtained from the finite element
method (FEM).
Index Terms ─ Cogging torque, conformal mapping
(CM), magnetization, permanent magnet (PM), sinusoidal
shaping (sin-shaping), slot opening shift.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to high power density and high efficiency, the
permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) are
increasingly used in different industrial applications
from automotive to aerospace. For this reason, the
performance of PMSMs should be optimal as far as
possible. To optimize the performance of PMSMs, it is
necessary to shape the air gap magnetic field distribution
in sinusoidal and to reduce the cogging torque.
So far, different techniques have been introduced
for shaping the air gap magnetic field distribution.
These techniques are divided into three groups: (a) the
techniques based on the magnetization of PMs [1], (b)
the techniques based on the shaping of PMs [2-4], and
(c) the hybrid techniques based on the magnetization and
the magnet shaping, simultaneously [5].
There are three types of PM magnetization, radial,
parallel, and Halbach magnetization. The radial
magnetization is usually suitable for PM BLDC machines,
whereas the parallel and Halbach magnetizations are
usually used in PM BLAC machines. The shaping
techniques, including the sinusoidal shaping (sin-shaping)
[5], the inverse cosine air gap shaping [5], and the loaf
shape [6] are used to sinusoidally shape the air gap flux
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density and to save the magnet material, simultaneously.
These techniques are nearly efficient for cogging torque
reduction too.
There are also various techniques for cogging torque
reduction more efficiently, such as PM or slot skewing
[7-8], magnet segmentation [9], fractional slot winding
[10], asymmetrical distribution of magnet poles [11] or
stator tooth width [12] and so on. However, the motor
performance drops by using the majority of these
methods in addition to the cogging torque reduction. For
this reason, the slot opening shift method is also used in
this paper to more reduce the cogging torque, without
reduction in the motor performance. So far, different
modeling techniques have been used to calculate the
cogging torque and the magnetic field distribution due
to shaping and magnetization of permanent magnets,
such as FEM and subdomain model [5]. The subdomain
model acts based on the solving of governing equations
in all subdomains, including air gap, PMs, slots, and slot
openings [13-14].
In this paper, the CM method is used to calculate the
air gap magnetic field, back-EMF, and cogging torque.
The CM method acts based on the complex analysis.
Carter used the CMs to calculate the suitable coefficients
(Carter’s coefficients) for considering the slotting effect.
Zhu introduced a relative permeance function to consider
the slotting effect in air gap magnetic field distribution
[15]. However, this relative permeance function cannot
consider the tangential component of air gap flux density.
To remove this defect, zarko introduced the complex
permeance model which can consider the radial and
the tangential components of air gap flux density,
simultaneously [16]. The complex permeance model
assumes that the slot opening is infinitely deep, and
it also cannot consider the interaction effect between
adjacent slots. To resolve these problems, the SC Toolbox
was used in [17-18]. In [17-18], the SC mapping was
solved numerically by using the SC Toolbox. In real, the
CM method presented in [17-18] is a semi-analytical
method. In this paper, this semi-analytical method is
used for investigating the influence of PM magnetization,
PM shaping, and the slot opening shift on the performance
of two typical PMSMs with integral and fractional slot
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winding.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the CM method. The calculation of air gap
magnetic field, and back-EMF are presented in Sections
III-IV, respectively. Section V shows the cogging torque
calculation and reduction for different configurations of
PMs, and by using the slot opening shift method. Section
VI gives conclusions.

II. CM METHOD
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number of polygon corners in z-plane, wk ′𝑠 are the
points on the boundary in w-plane corresponding to the
polygon corners, αk ′𝑠 are the interior angles in polygon
corners.
SC transformation z = f(w) maps the canonical
domain in w-plane to the interior or exterior of respective
polygon in z-plane. The canonical domain in w-plane
may be a rectangle, disk, bi-infinite strip, and upper or
lower half-plane. In this paper, the canonical domain in
w-plane is one rectangle.

The CM method is an analytical and numerical tool
for analysis of different 2-D fields, such as electrostatic,
magnetostatic, and so on. The main parameters of two
typical PMSM analyzed in this paper are presented
in Table 1. In this paper, three CMs, including two
logarithmic complex functions and the SC mapping, are
used to reach the canonical domain.
Table 1: Main parameters of analyzed PMSMs
Parameter
Value and Unit
Number of pole pairs, p
2
Number of slots, Qs
12
/
6
Winding type
Single layer / Double layer
Magnet remanence, Br
0.96 T
Relative recoil
1.07
permeability, µr
Rated frequency, f
50 Hz
Motor topology
Internal rotor
Magnetization
Radial
Stator outer diameter
130 mm
Stator inner diameter
75 mm
Active length, L
65 mm
Air gap length, g
1 mm
Magnet thickness
3.5 mm
0.9 (radial and parallel
magnetization)
Pole arc to pole pitch
1 (segmented Halbach
ratio, αp
magnetization, and
sin-shaping)
Winding turns per coil, Nc
200
Rated voltage (VRMS)
170 (volts)
A. First logarithmic CM
The first CM is a logarithmic complex function as:
𝑧 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑠).
(1)
The motor geometry in s-plane (physical domain) is
transformed to z-plane using (1), as shown in Figs. 1 (ab) for one typical PMSM with 6 slots and 4 poles.
B. Schwartz-Christoffel (SC) mapping
SC mapping is defined as follows:
αk

− −1
π
z = f(w) = A ∫ ∏n−1
dw + C, (2)
k=1 (w − wk )
where A and C are the integration constants, n is the

3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3
-4

-3

-2

(b) z-plane

(a) s-plane

Fig. 1. The motor geometry (6 slots/4 poles).
C. Second logarithmic CM
The third CM is also a logarithmic complex
function, as follows:
∆𝑥

∆𝑦

∆𝑥

𝑤 = 𝑗 (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝜓) + − 𝑗 ),
2𝜋
2
2
∆𝑥 = 𝑤(2) − 𝑤(1) , ∆𝑦 = 𝑤(3) − 𝑤(2).
(3)
The canonical rectangle in w-plane is mapped to an
annulus in 𝜓-plane by using (3). Figure 2 shows the main
canonical domain in 𝜓-plane.
The selection of annulus as the main canonical
domain has two main advantages. First, the boundary
condition is applied automatically in 𝜓-plane. Second,
the hague solution is known for an annular domain.
D. Hague’s solution
Figure 2 shows an annulus including a line current
located at ψ = cejθI . The radii of stator and rotor in
the main canonical domain (annular domain) are “a”
and “b”, respectively. The magnetic permeability of the
stator core, air gap, and the rotor core are also 𝜇1 , 𝜇2 , and
𝜇3 , respectively. Hague presents a solution for scalar
magnetic potential in this annular domain as a function
of r and θ, as [19]:
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Ωψ =

∞

I
𝐼
+ ∑ ((𝐴𝑛 −
) 𝑟 𝑛 + 𝐵𝑛 𝑟 −𝑛 ) sin(𝑛(∆𝜃)) , 𝑟 < 𝑐
2
2𝑛𝜋𝑐 𝑛
𝑛=1

∞

𝐼(∆𝜃 + 𝜋)
+ ∑(𝐴𝑛 𝑟 𝑛 + 𝐵𝑛 𝑟 −𝑛 ) sin(𝑛(∆𝜃)) , 𝑟 = 𝑐
4𝜋
∞

(4)

𝑛=1

𝐼∆𝜃
𝐼𝑐 𝑛
+ ∑ (𝐴𝑛 𝑟 𝑛 + (
+ 𝐵𝑛 ) 𝑟 −𝑛 ) sin(𝑛(∆𝜃)) , 𝑟 > 𝑐
2𝑛𝜋
{ 2𝜋
𝑛=1

where 𝜆𝑟 and 𝜆𝑡 are respectively the radial and tangential
components of slotted air gap complex permeance, and
evaldiff (f, w) calculates the derivative of function “f”
with respect to “w”.
Figure 3 shows the radial and tangential components
of air gap complex permeance for one typical PMSM
with 6 slots and 4 poles. This figure shows the slotting
effect with the period of one slot pitch.

where

𝐵𝑛 =

−𝐼(𝜇1 − 𝜇2 ){𝑏2𝑛 (𝜇3 − 𝜇2 ) + 𝑐 2𝑛 (𝜇3 + 𝜇2 )}
,
𝑛
𝑐 2𝑛𝜋(𝑏2𝑛 (𝜇1 − 𝜇2 )(𝜇2 − 𝜇3 ) + 𝑎2𝑛 (𝜇1 + 𝜇2 )(𝜇2 + 𝜇3 ))
2𝑛
2𝑛
2𝑛
𝑏 𝐼(𝜇3 − 𝜇2 ){𝑐 (𝜇1 − 𝜇2 ) + 𝑎 (𝜇1 + 𝜇2 )}
.
𝑐 𝑛 2𝑛𝜋(𝑏2𝑛 (𝜇1 − 𝜇2 )(𝜇2 − 𝜇3 ) + 𝑎2𝑛 (𝜇1 + 𝜇2 )(𝜇2 + 𝜇3 ))

{

∆𝜃 = 𝜃 − 𝜃𝐼

The air gap flux density in the main canonical
domain is then calculated as:
𝜕𝛺𝜓
1 𝜕𝛺𝜓
𝐵𝜓 = −𝜇0 𝛻𝛺𝜓 = −𝜇0 [
𝑎 +
⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎 ].
⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝜕𝑟 𝑟 𝑟 𝜕𝜃 𝜃

35
30

r

𝐴𝑛 =

25
20

(5)

The air gap flux density is similarly calculated for all line
currents due to the armature winding and PMs.
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Fig. 3. The components of air gap complex permeance.

Fig. 2. The main canonical domain in ψ-plane.
E. Air gap complex permeance
The air gap flux density in the physical domain (splane) is calculated as [17]:
∗

∗

𝐵𝜓
𝜕𝜓 ∗
1
1
𝜕𝑧 ∗
𝐵𝑠 = 𝐵𝜓 ( ) =
) (
) ( ),
∗ = 𝐵𝜓 (
𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑠
𝜕𝑠
𝜕𝑠
( )
𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝜓

(6)

𝐵𝑠 = 𝐵𝑟 + 𝑗𝐵𝑡

where
𝜕𝑤
∆𝑥
=𝑗
,
𝜕𝜓
2𝜋𝜓
𝜕𝑧
= 𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓(𝑓, 𝑤),
𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑧 1
= .
𝜕𝑠 𝑠

(7)
(8)
(9)

The complex permeance for the slotted air gap is
defined as:
1
1
𝜕𝑧
)(
) ( ),
𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑠
𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝑤
𝜆 = 𝜆𝑟 + 𝑗𝜆𝑡 ,

𝜆=(

(10)
(11)

F. Excitation modeling
All excitation, including PM and armature winding,
are modeled by using equivalent line currents. For
modeling the armature reaction, each coil side is easily
replaced by using at least one equivalent line current.
However, the PM equivalent line currents have to be
calculated while considering the magnetization type.
The magnetization characteristic for each PM is
usually written as:
𝐵
⃗𝑀
⃗ = 𝑅 + (𝜇𝑟 − 1)⃗𝐻 = 𝑀𝑟 ⃗⃗⃗
𝑎𝑟 + 𝑀𝑡 ⃗⃗
𝑎𝑡 ,
(12)
𝜇0
where 𝐵𝑅 is the magnet remanence, 𝜇0 is the magnetic
permeability of air, 𝜇𝑟 is the relative permeability of PM,
and H is the magnetic field intensity inside PM due to
the armature reaction.
The PM equivalent line currents are divided into two
groups: the equivalent surface and volume currents. The
densities of these PM equivalent currents are defined as:
(13)
⃗ × ⃗⃗⃗
𝐽𝑠 = ⃗𝑀
𝑎𝑛 (𝐴⁄𝑚),
⃗ (𝐴⁄𝑚2 ),
(14)
𝐽𝑣 = ⃗∇ × ⃗𝑀
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where ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎𝑛 is the unit vector perpendicular to the PM
surface.
Since the relative permeability of PMs is very close
to one, therefore the PM magnetization distribution can
assumed to be a uniform distribution. Consequently,
the equivalent volume currents can be ignored in PM
modeling.
For one PM with radial magnetization and radial
sides, the equivalent surface currents exist only on lateral
sides (Fig. 4). The magnitude of these equivalent surface
currents are calculated as:
𝐵𝑅 𝑙𝑚
(15)
𝐼𝑠 =
× ,
𝜇0 𝑛1
𝐵𝑅
(16)
𝑀= ,
𝜇0
where 𝑙𝑚 is the magnet thickness, and 𝑛1 is the number
of equivalent currents on each lateral side of PMs.

where 𝜃 is the circumferential position on the surface of
PM.

Fig. 5. The PM equivalent currents for parallel
magnetization.

Fig. 6. PM with segmented Halbach magnetization.
For each PM segment with Halbach magnetization,
the equivalent surface currents can be calculated while
having the radial and tangential components of
magnetization vector.
Fig. 4. The PM equivalent currents for radial
magnetization.
For one PM with parallel magnetization, the
equivalent surface currents also exist on the inner and
outer arcs (Fig. 5). These equivalent surface currents are
defined as:
𝐽𝑠

=

𝛼𝑝 𝜋
𝑀 × cos (
)
2𝑝
𝛼𝑝 𝜋
−𝑀 × cos (
)
2𝑝
𝑀 × sin 𝜃
{

−𝑀 × sin 𝜃

𝛼𝑝 𝜋
2𝑝
𝛼𝑝 𝜋
𝜃=−
2𝑝
𝜃=

𝛼𝑝 𝜋
𝛼𝑝 𝜋
≤𝜃≤
, 𝑟 = 𝑅𝑚
2𝑝
2𝑝
𝛼𝑝 𝜋
𝛼𝑝 𝜋
−
≤𝜃≤
, 𝑟 = 𝑅𝑟
2𝑝
2𝑝

−

(17)

𝐼𝑠 = 𝐽𝑠 × 𝑟 × 𝑑𝜃,
where 𝛼𝑝 is the pole arc coefficient, p is the number of
pole pair, 𝑅𝑟 is the inner radius of PM, 𝑅𝑚 is the outer
radius of PM, 𝜃 is the angular position of each surface
element relative to the symmetrical axis of PM, and 𝑑𝜃
is the arc length of each surface element in radian.
For one PM with segmented Halbach magnetization
(Fig. 6), the equivalent surface currents exist on all sides
of all PM segments. The radial and tangential components
⃗⃗ ) for each PM segment are
of magnetization vector (𝑀
calculated as:
𝑀𝑟 = 𝑀 × sin(𝛼𝑖 + (𝜃 − 𝜃𝑖 )),
(18)
𝑀𝜃 = 𝑀 × cos(𝛼𝑖 + (𝜃 − 𝜃𝑖 )),

III. MAGNETIC FIELD CALCULATION
The radial and tangential components of air gap
magnetic field are calculated by using (6). For radial and
parallel magnetization, Fig. 7 shows the components of
air gap magnetic field due to PMs (for PMSM with 12
slot/4 pole). As shown, the air gap field obtained through
the parallel magnetized PMs is more sinusoidal than it
obtained from the radial magnetized PM. However, it is
still far from a suitable sinusoidal air gap field.
For creating a more sinusoidal air gap field, the Hattype configuration and the sin-shaping are considered
for PM poles with full pitch. As shown in Fig. 8, the
segmented-Halbach magnetization is selected for each
PM pole in Hat-type configuration. Figure 9 also shows
one typical PM pole with sin-shaping and parallel
magnetization. In Fig. 9, 𝜉 shows the eccentricity value
of outer arc of PM pole relative to the rotor center, 𝑅𝑚
is radius of outer arc, ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 and ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 are respectively
the minimum and maximum thickness of PM poles. To
reduce the harmonic content of air gap magnetic field,
the optimal configurations of Hat-type and sin-shaped
magnet poles are obtained as shown in Tables 2-3.
Table 2: Optimal parameters of Hat-type poles
Optimal
Optimal
Optimal
Widths
Orientations
Thickness
𝑙1 = 3.5 (𝑚𝑚)
𝑤1 = 40°
𝛼1 = 90°
°
𝑙2 = 2.6 (𝑚𝑚)
𝑤2 = 15
𝛼2 = 75°
𝑙3 = 1.56 (𝑚𝑚)
𝑤3 = 10°
𝛼3 = 37.5°
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Table 3: Optimal parameter of sin-shaped poles
𝜉
𝑅𝑚
ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛
ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥
8.2 (mm)
28.3 (mm)
0.5 (mm)
3.5 (mm)
0.8

CM
FEM

Bmr (Tesla)

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

-0.2

For these optimal configurations, Fig. 10 shows the
radial components of air gap magnetic field due to PMs
(for PMSM with 12 slot/4 pole).
Table 4 compares the total harmonic distortion (THD)
of Bmr obtained through the analyzed PMSM (12 slot/
4 pole) while considering the radial magnetization,
parallel magnetization, optimal Hat-type configuration,
and optimal sin-shaped pole. As shown, the air gap
magnetic field obtained through sin-shaped configuration
is more sinusoidal than others.
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Fig. 8. Hat-type configuration with segmented Halbach
magnetization.
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Fig. 9. Sin-shaped PM pole with parallel magnetization.
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Table 4: THD comparison of Bmr
Radial
Parallel
Optimal Optimal
Magnetization Magnetization Hat-type Sin-shape
THD
40.5%
27.37%
15.6%
10.8%

(d) Tangential component_Parallel magnetization

IV. BACK-EMF CALCULATION
Fig. 7. The components of air gap magnetic field.

The PM flux-linkage and back-EMF can be calculated
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for each phase while having the distribution of air gap
magnetic field and phase windings
2𝜋

𝜆𝑚 = 𝑅𝑔 . 𝐿 ∫ 𝑛𝐴 (𝜑). 𝐵𝑚𝑟 (𝜑) 𝑑𝜑,
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Fig. 11. Back-EMF comparison.
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160

Em (V)

𝑑𝜆𝑚
(20)
,
𝑑𝑡
where 𝑅𝑔 is the radius of integration contour in the
middle of air gap, 𝐿 is the axial length of the core, 𝑛𝐴 is
the turn function of phase A, 𝐵𝑚𝑟 is the radial component
of air gap field, 𝜆𝑚 is the PM flux-linkage of phase A,
and 𝐸𝑚 is the PM back-emf of phase A.
𝐸𝑚 =

0.9

240

(19)
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Fig. 12. Optimal PM back-EMFs.
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V. COGGING TORQUE
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(b) Sin-shaped pole
Fig. 10. Radial components of air gap field obtained
through optimal Hat-type and sin-shaped configurations.
Figure 11 shows the PM back-EMF for an analyzed
PMSM with 12 slots and 4 poles while considering
different magnetizations and shaping for PMs. As shown,
the back-EMF waveform is more sinusoidal for sinshaped PM poles than others.
Figure 12 shows the optimal PM back-EMF obtained
through two analyzed PMSMs (12s/4p, and 6s/4p). Table
5 compares these optimal results in terms of THD. As
shown, the optimal PM back-EMF obtained through
PMSM 6s/4p is more sinusoidal than the other.
Table 5: THD comparison of optimal back-EMFs
12 slot / 4 pole
6 slot / 4 pole
THD
5.2%
1.8%

A. Cogging torque calculation
One of the main drawbacks of PM machines,
particularly in integral slot PM motor, is the cogging
torque. Cogging torque is the main cause of torque
pulsation and results in the shaft vibration and acoustic
noise. In real, cogging torque is due to the interaction
effect between the rotor PMs and the stator teeth. In this
paper, Maxwell Stress Tensor (MST) method is used to
calculate the cogging torque as follows:
𝐿. 𝑅𝑔2 2𝜋
(21)
𝑇𝑐 =
∫ 𝐵 . 𝐵 𝑑𝜃,
𝜇0 0 𝑚𝑟 𝑚𝑡
where 𝐵𝑚𝑡 is the tangential component of air gap field
due to PMs.
Figure 13 shows the cogging torque waveforms for
different configurations of analyzed PMSMs. For clarity
in comparison, the cogging torque waveforms are shown
in Fig. 13 (a) except for sin-shaped configuration. The
comparison between Figs. 13 (a & b) shows the extreme
influence of sin-shaped PM poles on the cogging torque
reduction. In real, by using the sin-shaped PM poles, the
peak to peak value of cogging torque waveforms for
PMSMs 12s/4p and 6s/4p are respectively reduced about
95% and 97% in comparison to the configuration with
radial magnetized PMs. Figure 13 (b) also shows that the
PMSM 6s/4p is more effective than the PMSM 12s/4p
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for cogging torque reduction, so that the ratio of peak
to peak value of 𝑇𝑐 (𝑇𝑐,𝑝−𝑝 ) for analyzed PMSMs is as
follows:
𝑇𝑐,𝑝−𝑝,6𝑠/4𝑝
≅ 0.36.
𝑇𝑐,𝑝−𝑝,12𝑠/4𝑝

groups for PMSM 6s/4p. The optimization variables
(angular shift of the slot opening position for each slot
group) are defined.
For PMSM 12s/4p:
𝜃1,𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 = −4.25°
−5° ≤ 𝜃1 ≤ 0°
{ °
→
{
.
0 ≤ 𝜃2 ≤ 5°
𝜃2,𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 = 5°

B. Slot opening shift method
The design technique for cogging torque reduction
can be divided into two general groups, as follows:
 Rotor design techniques;
 Stator design techniques.
The magnet shaping technique is in the first category.
In this paper, the technique of slot opening shift is also
implemented on the stator simultaneous with using of
sin-shaped PMs on the rotor. The technique of slot
opening shift is in the second category, and it has no side
effect on the motor performance such as the air gap field,
back-EMF, and average torque.

For PMSM 6s/4p:
𝜃1,𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 = −4°
−11° ≤ 𝜃1 ≤ 0°
{ °
→
{
.
0 ≤ 𝜃2 ≤ 11°
𝜃2,𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 = 10.5°
These optimal results are obtained by using the genetic
algorithm. Figure 14 shows the final optimal model for
PMSMs 12s/4p and 6s/4p while considering the shifted
slot openings on the stator and the sin-shaped PMs on the
rotor, simultaneously.
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(b) Sin-shaping of PMs
Fig. 13. Cogging torque comparison.
In the slot opening shift method, the γ adjacent slots
take as a group. It is obvious that γ should be equal to the
number of cogging torque periods per pole, as follows:
𝑁𝑐
(22)
𝛾= ,
2𝑝
where 𝑁𝑐 equals to the least common multiple of the
number of stator slots 𝑁𝑠 and the rotor poles 2p. γ equals
to 3 slots for both analyzed PMSMs. Therefore, all stator
slots are divided into 4 groups for PMSM 12s/4p and 2

(b) PMSM 12s/4p
Fig. 14. Final optimal models.

REZAEEALAM, REZAEE-ALAM: OPTIMIZATION OF PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

Figures 15-16 show the waveforms of cogging
torque and PM back-EMF obtained through optimal
PMSMs. As seen from Fig. 15, the peak to peak value of
cogging torque is extremely reduced (about 98.8%) in
comparison to the PMSMs with radial magnetized PMs.
Figure 16 also shows that the technique of slot
opening shift has no side effect on the sinusoidal backEMF obtained through PMSMs with sin-shaped PMs.
FEM-12s/4p
CM-12s/4p
CM-6s/4p
FEM-6s/4p

16

Tc (mN.m)

12
8
4
0

-4
-8

poles on the rotor with shifted slot openings on the stator.
The air gap magnetic field is sinusoidal by using this
technique of magnet shaping. This hybrid technique
simultaneously leads to an ideal PM back-EMF and
the extreme reduction in the cogging torque without
any destructive effect on the motor performance. This
important feature distinguishes this new optimal design
from other techniques which have been presented so far.
Without using the technique of slot opening shift, the
results show that the fractional slot PMSMs are more
optimal than the integral slot PMSMs. However, by
using the shifted slot opening on the stator in simultaneous
with the magnet shaping technique, the obtained results
are fairly similar for both fractional and integral slot
PMSMs. The using of slot opening shift method has no
side effect on the motor performance.
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